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Problem 

As more appliances and devices develop “smart” capabilities, one product that has yet to 

penetrate the market is the digital mirror, sometimes called a magic mirror.  These mirrors have 

an LCD behind the glass the displays information such as time and weather to someone who is 

looking in the mirror.  Using technology that is rapidly becoming cheaper, these are becoming 

easier to make oneself using technology such as a Raspberry Pi, which serves to display a website 

locally on an embedded screen.  The problem is, there is no available website that allows a user 

with limited coding knowledge to create a personalized display for their mirror.  A site that allows 

a user to choose and arrange display modules to create a personalized site setup would address 

this problem. 

Concept 

Create a website for use in magic mirrors that allows a user to select one or more modules and 

arrange them into a display setup. 

Idea 

Create a website which offers a number of available modules to choose from and allows a user to 

create a personalized mirror display of their chosen modules.  This website can then be used as a 

homepage for a Raspberry Pi browser set to kiosk mode and used as a personalized magic 

mirror screen. 

Design Concept 

The website would offer a number of modules that could be selected or deselected and arranged 

into a grid on the screen.  Display options would exist for some color choices but would be 

optimized for display in a magic mirror.  Available modules would include: 

1.  Local Weather 

2.  Weather Forecasts 



3.  Notes/Reminders 

4.  Greeting 

5.  Date and Time 

6.  Calendar 

Research 

Many people have built their own magic mirrors and posted their results on the internet.  

Additionally, there a number of online tutorials on how to create a magic mirror.  Some of these 

also offer links to the site used for the display.  However, none of these sites are set up to be 

customizable or cater to users without coding knowledge. 

Known Challenges 

1.  How to allow for the web site to store a user’s selection if there is a loss of connection or 

reload 

2.  Building a magic mirror to test site is an additional undertaking 

3.  How to have the project function as a proof-of-concept for more marketable consumer magic 

mirror products 

4.   

Stakeholders 

Anyone looking to build their own magic mirror can benefit from using the site, and it is hoped 

that the project would serve as proof-of-concept for a consumer product with included 

customizable web site access.   

Technology 

The project will utilize Google Coder, because it works well with a Raspberry Pi, and allows for 

coding from the browser.  Javascript and external libraries including isotope.js will be utilized for 

visual layout functions.  An aforementioned Raspberry Pi will also be used with Apache and PHP 



to allow for web service.  Publically available APIs will be utilized for weather and other modules 

which require live updates. 

Planning 

The proposal follows a schedule as follows: 

 Weeks 1-2 – Retrieve equipment needed for project, begin setting up Raspberry Pi 

 Week 3 – Install Raspberry Pi OS and additional software  

 Week 4 – Compile list of modules and APIs to be used 

 Week 5 – Develop site map, install PHP on Raspberry Pi 

 Week 6 – Develop wireframes, complete Raspberry Pi setup 

 Milestone 1 – Raspberry Pi set up complete, site wireframes complete 

 Weeks 7-8 – Create website structure and begin coding 

 Week 9 – Integrate testing API to ensure live updates are successful 

 Week 9 – Integrate module placeholders for blocking on grid layout 

 Week 10-12 – Create final modules 

 Milestone 2 – Modules completed, customization options started 

 Weeks 13-14 – Create setup page to select modules 

 Weeks 15-16 – Integrate color options to setup page 

 Weeks 17 – Complete site coding 

 Milestone 3 – Finish site, begin building site for physical mirror prototype 

 Week 18 – Test and develop site for mirror prototype built concurrently.   

 Week 20 – Complete thesis, write thesis process document 


